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Ihs markit global chlor- alkali report

Following the success of the inaugural conference in 2017, IHS Markit is pleased to host the second World Chlor-Alkali in Bordeaux. Watch this conference on the industry's latest insight and analysis, on what's coming into the chlorine-alkali world. Who should attend? Producers, buyers, distributors, traders, financial analysts, and technology and equipment providers will find value in this new event. Training Workshop | On Tuesday 11
September Introduction to Chlor-Alkali A brand new training workshop will precede the conference on Tuesday 11 September. Supply/demand and pricing dynamics are shifting to different parts of the world: What is causing the changes? Are current market conditions changing the medium to long-term outlook or are these temporary shifts? What are the prospects for pricing? Find out what's waiting for you and adjust your strategy.
IHS Markit experts will cover the latest trends: North American Caustic Soda – Will recent changes in the pricing shift market reverse the recent downward pricing trend? Still comes a pricing peak and, if so, why? North American Chlorine &amp; Derivatives - How will the U.S. energy market affect chlorine demand for PVC, HCl and other derivatives? Is chlorine demand for vinyl expected to pull through more caustic soda? South
American Chlor-Alkali - How are recent supply/demand changes changing the face of the regional and global market? European Chlorine-Alkali - How does slower GDP growth affect the European chlorine-alkali market? What are the short to medium-term prospects for supply/demand and pricing? Asian chlorine-alkali - How have chlorine and caustic balances changed in China as the market there slows? The slowdown moved to the
rest of Northeast and Southeast Asia; What are the prospects for supply/demand and price in the region? Speakers: Hazel Kreuz - Executive Director, Inorganics, IHS MarkitLinda Suarez - North America Director, Caustic Soda, IHS MarkitAna Lopez - Deputy Director, Vinyls, IHS MarkitMariana Santos - Senior Research Analyst, South America Chlor-Akali, IHS MarkitWilson Loh - Deputy Director, Chlor-Akali, IHS MarkitLauren Zeiss -
Deputy Director, EMEA Chlor-Akali, IHS MarkitProducts &amp; SolutionsGlobal Chlor-AlkaliChemical Market Advisory Service: The Global Chlor-Alkali by IHS Markit (formerly CMAI Global Chlor-Alkali Market Report and Harriman Chemsult Chlor-Alkali Report) provide full market coverage of the global chlorine-alkali chain. Customers receive monthly reports with short-term prices and price forecasts for chlorine, caustic soda and
EDC/VCM.The global industry is undergoing massive restructuring in response to China's emergence as the world's largest producer of chloro-alkalis and vinyl and the use of acetylin to make VCM. Regional production economics, as well as supply and demand balances, focus on key issues such as chlorine availability and access to competitive power and salt. In this rapidly evolving landscape, stakeholders analyses based on
complete, accurate data to make good business decisions. Chemical Market Advisory Service: Global Chlor-Alkali provides you with unrivalled analysis, data and forecasts for global chlorine-alkali markets, supply and demand data, short-term price forecasts and access to our proprietary database of production prices and economics. Products covered: ChlorineCaustic soda (liquid/solid)Vinyl chloride monomer (VCM)Hydrochloric acid
(HCL)Learn more. Download the Chlor-Alkali and VinylsPosition Brochure for the development of rapidly changing chlorine-alkalis and vinyls from IHS Markit markets. The world's first source of chemical industry for historical and projected pricing, IHS Markit provides global and regional market advisory services and price reports that provide a comprehensive view of global markets for chlor-alkali and vinyl. You also receive unlimited
access to our price and finance database and chemical economy and energy overview market report – A monthly issue filled with global economic updates, quarterly regional economic news and valuable crude oil/gas data. Online access to these resources, as well as to the experts behind the chemical market forecasts, ensures that you can: Make better business decisions with reliable price/cost dataLeverage comprehensive
regional coverage and support in one service Read the most cost-effective raw materials to useAnd the profitability of the company For investment purposesEia procurement decisions Learn more. Download The Frost Curve Service Brochure - Chlor-AlkaliThe Chemical Cost Curve Service - Chlor-Alkali from IHS Markit provides detailed coverage of production costs for the more than 700 chlorine plants operating worldwide today, and
all new plants are expected to launch over the next five years. Cost curves provide information on which production technologies provide cost advantages, the degree of advantage and how this is expected to change over time. Find out which regions, countries and facilities are the lowest cost, both today and in the future. Determine the production limit location and how this affects pricing. Understand how the shape of the cost curve
affects overall and regional profitability for this key building block of the chemical industry. Capital investment in chlorine plants in recent years has focused mainly on China, which is due to rapid growth in demand and the exploitation of domestic resources for coal, limestone and salt. The current Planned development of many shale gas deposits in the United States has made natural gas highly cost competitive, leading to a reduction
in electricity costs in the region, as well as a reduction in the production costs of certain petrochemicals such as ethylene. Global producers are again looking at North America as an investment option to support domestic growth in chlorine demand and exports of chlorine derivatives such as PVC (polyvinyl chloride). Cost Curve Service - Chlor-Alkali analyzes each of the world's chlorine installations, technology-based cost generation,
estimated costs of basic inputs of electricity and salt, as well as other variable and fixed plant costs. The size of the installations and local operating values shall also be taken into account. The cost is calculated in ECU (equivalent chlorine unit). The cost curve covers all key processes for chlorine production, including: DifferentumMembraneMercury cellAny person, company or government interested in producing or purchasing
chlorine or caustic, or designing or manufacturing chlorine-alkaline plants, should be aware of competitive positions within the global chlorine-alkali industry. IHS Markit, leveraging its extensive databases, models and know-how, has prepared the Cost Curve Service to address this need. Find out more. Download Brochure View Global Sales Phone Numbers E-mail Get Free Market Advisory: Chlor-Alkali &amp; Vinyls View Global
Email Sales Phone Numbers Get Free Market Advisory: Global Chlor-Alkali Subscribers to Chemical Market Advisory Service: Global Chlor-Alkali Receive: Monthly Market Analysis: Email Last Business Day of the Month Extensive Market Data for Standard Chlorine-Alkali Product Categories: Chlorine, Caustic Soda, EDC/VCM and HCL Downstream Use Analysis: Vinyl, chlorine, alumina, pulp and paper derivatives History, current
(contract/spot/market), and projected prices for caustic soda, chlorine, EDC and HCL In-depth market analysis for North America, Western Europe and Asia chlor-alkali markets Facilities and project news Imports and exports Operational Inventory rates Detailed graphs, tables, charts Monthly Market Statistics Supplement Emailed to customers on business day closest to the 16th Operational Schedules Short Supply and Demand
Schedules Commercial detailed analyses of both manufacturing and marketing prospects Chemical Economy &amp; Energy Overview Report The Chemical Economy &amp; Energy Overview Report (formerly CMAI Economy &amp; Energy Overview Report): Email at the end of the month global economic updatesPoly regional economic updatesPoil crude oil and gas data Access to chemical consultants that will provide a reasonable
amount of consultation, explanation and basic support in order to understand the analysis A username and password for unlimited Downloads on the Internet for historical reports in PDF format Unlimited access to our proprietary price and financial database output: Monthly price forecast and margin data update weeklyThessive data files Data from the extended database at the request of this U.S. subsidiary of the world industry
leader - based in Japan and businesses in 25 countries - compiled a list of more than 400 market opportunities before selecting 5 priorities and developing action plans to accelerate entry and increase traction in new markets. All five plans were approved by the CEO of the parent company. Learn more about our client's successesA one of the world's largest independent energy exploration/production companies responded to a
request Mozambique's government sponsored a third-party study of requirements for the development of trillions of cubic feet of natural gas, as well as the value of related mega-projects to the local economy and people. The study was completed in just 30 days. Learn more about the successes of our clientAntimene at Rina Quijada, Senior Latin American Director for Chemicals, to explain how a petrochemical company expanded its
market share through stable, long-term investments in many countries using IHS Markit data and forecasting throughout the supply chain. From raw materials to end-use products, company leaders make informed business decisions that lay the groundwork for long-term growth. Watch VideoThis national oil company wanted to give investors confidence in order to develop a dual strategy to develop its core oil business and set the
stage for the launch of a new chemical business while remaining aware of market changes and avoiding up to $4 billion in potential costs/risk to its reputation. Learn more about the successes of our client IHS Markit Webinar 02 December 2020 IHS Markit will host a webinar focused on the former (...) IHS Markit Webinar December 10, 2020 This webinar will provide a global overview of reg (...) IHS Markit Webinar 04 December 2020
Join IHS Markit Light Olefins experts William Chen (...) (...)
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